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Traffic Congestion, an urban mobility problem:

 add delay to personal mobility; slow the
movement of freight,

 affects the economic productivity of cities,
andand

 degrade the environment

that overall affecting the Quality of Life

for many people not only in the global cities, but
over the whole globe.



This presentation attempts to share
knowledge with a quick insight to

understand Traffic Congestion betterunderstand Traffic Congestion better
to facilitate towards

crafting integrated strategies

for our livable City

within the concept of sustainability



Outcome: the presentation will lead us :

 to Paradigm shift with new way of thinking
about Urban Transportation problems andabout Urban Transportation problems and

 towards Crafting integrated strategies
together

that not only benefit us but our future
generations in our livable cities through good if
not best practice in tackling traffic congestion.



 Strategies that work towards avoiding,
reducing, or solving urban transport
problems will
reducing, or solving urban transport
problems (such as traffic congestion) will
increase vitality of an emerging global city
like Kota Kinabalu, as well as encouraging it
to grow, prosper, and enhance livable image
of the City that is developing towards
sustainability for QOL



 Urban transport is a necessity, and it’s the
means by which the social & economic
activities in a city like Kota Kinabalu occur.

 Our “modern” society is traditionally being
organised such that large nos. of people have
Our “modern” society is traditionally being
organised such that large nos. of people have
to move at the same time each work day



 Households want a range of choices of where
to live and work, and freedom

to use private vehicles for

most travel in a city like Kota Kinabalumost travel in a city like Kota Kinabalu

and be able to carry out multiple errands or
tasking on a single trip



 With the greater convenience, comfort,
privacy and flexibility being offered by
private automobiles, the segregation of
residence and other land uses (office,
commercial, retail, industrial, servicecommercial, retail, industrial, service
activities) continue to occur

that leads to a marked increase in the
potential size of the built-up area in the city
…..



….. hence the demand for traveling space and
distance from these automobiles
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 Development of land for the construction of
new roads or for the improvement of existing
roads enhances the accessibility of an area.
This will increase land value of the area, thus
in-turn leads to land developments (such asin-turn leads to land developments (such as
strip development along the main road: Jalan
Penampang Bypass)

 that increased

traffic demand/

generation.



 The principle of triple convergence indicates
that expanding congested roads simply
attract more travelers who converge on it
during peak periods from otherduring peak periods from other

routes,

times

and even from other modes

……



triple convergence happens so as to restore
travel-time equilibrium

betweenbetween

that now-expanded road and the other
routes and modes available to
commuters – which has not been
expanded or improved



In many global cities large & small such as Kota
Kinabalu,

 traffic congestion begins earlier

and lasts longerand lasts longer

and reaches far into the

surrounding suburbs
(effect of working hours & travel demand changed over years)

 more volatile (effect of happenings at road) that affect
travel reliability





 Road infrastructures and vehicles

give us freedom to work, trade, transport,
visit and meet.

However, the high demand in vehicle kmHowever, the high demand in vehicle km
travel on the road at each work day for
large number of people to move in mostly

private vehicles for daily activities during the
same time period can exceed the capacity of
the road network that results in mobility
problem.
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 No restriction in urban population
growth

 Freedom to own private vehicle
and flexibility to drive anyand flexibility to drive any
distance any time

 Live, work, school and shop at
(different & far) places of
own choice

resulting in …..



…increasing private vehicle km travel
which is affordable for our activities
that required us to travel
simultaneously along the routessimultaneously along the routes
within the same road network at the
same time period each morning

& evening that creates

the Rush Hour – 2x

the normal travel time



Less effective in the use of road space for
moving people:

 private vehicles whose average occupancy private vehicles whose average occupancy

< 2 person per vehicle form majority of
the road usage in Kota Kinabalu that often
congests the road network at peak periods
as private vehicles, being less effective
compared to buses in moving more people
occupy most of the road space
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 When there are too many private
vehicles trying to use the same
supply of road space during the
same hours,same hours,

i.e. when travel demand is
high, Congestion on the road network
system can result from one or more
of the following sources that may
interconnect:



 Physical bottlenecks

road & intersection lack capacity

(Jln Putatan, Mile 5 intersection)

Traffic Control Devices Traffic Control Devices

intermittent stop at time-shared
movement (urban signalised
intersections)



 Queuing, Interlocking, Lane blockage

lacks parking space that affect traffic
flow (e.g school areas)

traffic interferencetraffic interference

(CP car park gating,

Lido parking next to main road

– not appropriate road
hierarchy)



 Traffic Incidents

road crash, stalled vehicle, lane
debris – fallen trees, goodsdebris – fallen trees, goods

 Work zones & flash flood

lane reduction,
damaged road surface,
‘graveled’ diversion lane,



 Special events

pay day - surge in town traffic
demanddemand

 Drivers’ temporal behaviour
change – (traffic signals
blackout: traffic flow disruption)



Lessons to learn from:

the Globalthe Global

and

the Malaysia Experiences



 In 2008, the Singapore government took
drastic steps to reduce the growing number of
vehicles - congestion levels have rose by about
25% since 1999

Pre 2009 - 3% (not sustainable growth with a base of Pre 2009 - 3% (not sustainable growth with a base of

850,000 vehicles population and 3,330km road length as in 2008
in parallel to a low road growth at 0.5%)

 2009-2011 - 1.5%

 2102 - 0.5% growth rate per year



 In 2010, a massive traffic jam in China has
slowed vehicles to a crawl for more than a
week near Beijing – vehicles bound forweek near Beijing – vehicles bound for
Beijing are in queue for about 100km
because of heavy traffic, and road works

 Incidents: Vehicle breakdowns and road
accidents at the heavily used routes were
compounding the traffic jam situation.



 The London congestion charge has proved
successful in cutting traffic coming into
London by over 20% as in 2008
compared to pre-congestion charging

 However on its own, congestion charging has
not resolved the problem of congestion as
the widespread street-works such as those
by utilities that reduced road space in the
capital city is slowing traffic down and has a
detrimental impact on congestion levels.



 Many European cities report city-centre
speeds of under 10km/h

at midday andat midday and

slower

during the rush hours



 The Federal Highway Administration 2005
study found that 60 % of traffic congestion

was due to: work zones,

special events,

traffic signals interruption & bottlenecktraffic signals interruption & bottleneck
situation

 The US Urban Mobility Study confirms that
people are experiencing longer delay, longer
periods of congestion, and

the spread of congestion across more

and more of the city road networks.



 OECD countries joint study indicates that
approximately 27% of the total CO2 emissions
come from transport, road-based transport
accounts for 80% of the amountaccounts for 80% of the amount

 CO2, a byproduct of automobile gas emissions
that produces Greenhouse effect is affecting
climate change - a global concern that needs
to be responded locally through reducing the
carbon footprint or as another alternative to
have carbon offset initiatives.



 rush hours blackout affecting city’s traffic
signals system resulted in traffic chaos at
junctions. The spin-off effect was grid-
locking the city’s road network that brought
massive traffic congestion, putting traffic tomassive traffic congestion, putting traffic to
a crawl.

 Weekend Market at Medan Niaga Satok
Parking space has opened to traffic
congestion along Jalan TAR at the Petrajaya
area due to illegal parking despite the built
1000 car parking bays.



 a damaged expansion joint on the Penang
bridge has affected traffic flow with bumper-
to-bumper vehicles stretching over 8km. Someto-bumper vehicles stretching over 8km. Some
island-bound motorists took 3 hours to cross
the bridge

 a 9-vehicle piled up that involved a heavy
vehicle at the traffic signals junction near the
Seberang Jaya roundabout triggered a
massive 2-hour traffic jam along the stretch



 an articulated vehicle had a flat tyre near
the Kampung Pandan roundabout at Jalan Tun
Razak in the morning. This stalled heavy
vehicle not only blocked one lane butvehicle not only blocked one lane but
resulted in a van crashing into it from behind

the morning rush hour incidence triggered KL
city-bound traffic congestion for almost nine
hours. As of late at night the same day, the
heavy vehicle had not been towed away.



 the daily occurrence of having parents’ vehicles
queuing fronting the secondary school at Jalan
Damai while waiting for the school gate to open
to pick up their children results in long queue &to pick up their children results in long queue &
double parking of vehicles along Jalan Damai

 the 2012 Tour of Borneo international cycling
event affected traffic flow on Labour Day.
Tourist returning to Kota Kinabalu from Hot
Spring on that day took around twice the
normal hours



Compass & Directions



 Tackling traffic congestion problems will
require continuous commitment with new
and innovative actions on multiple frontsand innovative actions on multiple fronts

 Some actions can be used
individually, while others require
mutually supportive actions implemented
cooperatively by several public, private
sector groups, and individual



oo publicpublic, private professionals and, private professionals and scholarsscholars

oo governmentgovernment decision makers and businessdecision makers and business leadersleaders

oo sitesite developers and servicedevelopers and service providersproviders

oo businessbusiness and schooland school establishmentestablishment

oo interestinterest groups and individualgroups and individual alikealike



 With the new way of thinking about the urban
transportation problems in our city, and
recognizing ownership to these problems as
well as taking responsibility, it is an
encouraging initial step in tackling urban
traffic congestion together



 Development of policies and

 Implementation of policies through strategies
for both the non-recurring and recurring
traffic congestion occurrence with key focustraffic congestion occurrence with key focus
on:

- Managing Land Development patterns;

- Managing Transportation Demand and
- Managing Transportation System

 Also, Aligning of Strategies with measurements



 Vision 2016/18: Reliable Rush Hours

 Mission: Tackling Urban Traffic
Congestion together

 Goal 1: Prevent non-recurring traffic
congestion occurrence at

Goal 1: Prevent non-recurring traffic
congestion occurrence at

all rush hours

 Goal 2: Maintain acceptable
congestion levels to…. (say,
20km/h +- 5km/h; balanced
queue length at intersection
approach)





 TrafficTraffic lane closurelane closure cancan only be implementedonly be implemented
when the traffic demandwhen the traffic demand cancan be served bybe served by
the remaining lane(s) not closedthe remaining lane(s) not closed,,the remaining lane(s) not closedthe remaining lane(s) not closed,,

 Mitigation measures needed forMitigation measures needed for day eventday event

 CreateCreate better value facilitybetter value facility -- configureconfigure roadroad
shouldershoulder intointo traffic lanetraffic lane to add capacityto add capacity

 Keep capacityKeep capacity -- avoid sudden slowavoid sudden slow--pointspoints
(uneven/damaged surface on road) for “shock(uneven/damaged surface on road) for “shock
waves” congestion occurrencewaves” congestion occurrence



 freefree 24/724/7 help linehelp line for drivers to callfor drivers to call
immediately of incidence (stalled or crashed,immediately of incidence (stalled or crashed,
lane blockage, faulty traffic signals…) on thelane blockage, faulty traffic signals…) on the
road,road,road,road,

 towtow--trucktruck service for different size ofservice for different size of
vehicles tovehicles to remove vehiclesremove vehicles out of trafficout of traffic
lane fastlane fast



 Where closure of traffic lane for roadWhere closure of traffic lane for road
works is a must, temporary diversion or localworks is a must, temporary diversion or local
road widening in sealed condition is neededroad widening in sealed condition is needed
toto keep traffic capacitykeep traffic capacitytoto keep traffic capacitykeep traffic capacity

 SESBSESB toto inform ofinform of anyany powerpower cutcut in advancein advance
or immediately thator immediately that will affect functionalitywill affect functionality
of trafficof traffic signalssignals -- PolisPolis trafiktrafik to assist into assist in
manual controlmanual control



 ParkingParking space requirements to reflect thespace requirements to reflect the
empiricalempirical needsneeds forfor site developmentssite developments

 Adopt ParkingAdopt Parking managementmanagement practicepractice ––
appropriate parkingappropriate parking fee structurefee structureappropriate parkingappropriate parking fee structurefee structure

 MultiMulti--storeystorey car park to becar park to be attractiveattractive toto
encourage usageencourage usage

 BusinessesBusinesses with convenient service such aswith convenient service such as
thethe Bank ATMBank ATM facility is tofacility is to take responsibilitytake responsibility
inin get rid offget rid off double parkingdouble parking

occurrenceoccurrence



 havehave good school transport and trafficgood school transport and traffic
systemsystem,,

 busbus servicesservices to transport students to ato transport students to a
nearby large open surface parking spacenearby large open surface parking space
where parents are waiting to pick them up,where parents are waiting to pick them up,
nearby large open surface parking spacenearby large open surface parking space
where parents are waiting to pick them up,where parents are waiting to pick them up,

 ProvideProvide widewide pavedpaved walkwalk pathpath, preferably, preferably
covered to link school to bus stops and/orcovered to link school to bus stops and/or
nearby open surface parking space,nearby open surface parking space,

 StaggerStagger gettinggetting--off schooloff school time fortime for
adjoining schoolsadjoining schools



 Adding more base capacity withAdding more base capacity with additionaladditional
laneslanes (dual(dual--carriageway; 3carriageway; 3rdrd lanelane))

 CreateCreate new road capacitynew road capacity (new relieve(new relieve
routes; new crossroutes; new cross--links connecting existinglinks connecting existingroutes; new crossroutes; new cross--links connecting existinglinks connecting existing
arterial roads and/or subarterial roads and/or sub--arterial roads),arterial roads),

 Upgrade IntersectionsUpgrade Intersections with simple onewith simple one--levellevel
urban compact grade separation;urban compact grade separation;
intersectionintersection rere--configurationsconfigurations



variousvarious small but high impactsmall but high impact UrbanUrban Arterial andArterial and
Route AccessRoute Access Management SchemesManagement Schemes

 simplifysimplify median opening and upgrademedian opening and upgrade;;

 U/RU/R--turnturn metering signals;metering signals; U/RU/R--turnturn metering signals;metering signals;

 wide paved walk linkages and pedal cyclewide paved walk linkages and pedal cycle
shared pathshared path;;

 roadsideroadside busbus facilityfacility;;

 throughthrough lanes atlanes at roundabout ; junctionroundabout ; junction upgradeupgrade

 lane wideninglane widening



 EstablishingEstablishing OnOn--lineline

DynamicsDynamics responsiveresponsive

UrbanUrban Traffic Signals Management SystemTraffic Signals Management System
suchsuch as SCATS to enhance monitoring andas SCATS to enhance monitoring and

UrbanUrban Traffic Signals Management SystemTraffic Signals Management System
suchsuch as SCATS to enhance monitoring andas SCATS to enhance monitoring and
operationoperation efficiencyefficiency of trafficof traffic movementmovement

 OnOn--site cam system forsite cam system for live viewlive view of trafficof traffic
situation to understand bettersituation to understand better

for appropriatefor appropriate responseresponse



 HarmonisingHarmonising urban land development andurban land development and
transportation system with planningtransportation system with planning focus onfocus on
the elements:the elements:

locallocal hierarchical roadhierarchical road networknetwork,,locallocal hierarchical roadhierarchical road networknetwork,,

routeroute accessibilityaccessibility,,

traffictraffic site planning,site planning,

busbus orientated development,orientated development,

compactcompact mixedmixed--usedused development,development,

andand urbanurban street designstreet design innovationsinnovations



 PublicPublic transporttransport corridorcorridor--readyready road alongroad along
key routes, new and existingkey routes, new and existing for …for …

BusBus Rapid Transit orRapid Transit or

surface Tram systemsurface Tram system,,surface Tram systemsurface Tram system,,

 AdoptAdopt strategic road planning concept instrategic road planning concept in
providingproviding alternative routesalternative routes as a relieve or asas a relieve or as
a choicea choice,,







 Continued and refreshed commitment inContinued and refreshed commitment in
supporting the requirements forsupporting the requirements for
fundfund andand personnelpersonnel

 Enhance preparation ofEnhance preparation of site developmentsite development
planplan to include transport, traffic and urbanto include transport, traffic and urban
design elements in the planningdesign elements in the planning



 ExploreExplore alternative transport modealternative transport mode by seaby sea
and land for visitors and commutersand land for visitors and commuters

 Enhance travel choice withEnhance travel choice with attractiveattractive busbus
services and facilitiesservices and facilitiesservices and facilitiesservices and facilities

 PlanPlan alternative high capacity mode ofalternative high capacity mode of
transport such as BRTtransport such as BRT oror Tram,Tram,

 Encourage walk and pedalEncourage walk and pedal--cycle with widecycle with wide
paved, sharedpaved, shared--pathpath

 exploreexplore the powerful tools ofthe powerful tools of flexiflexi hour orhour or
flexi day with “telework” forflexi day with “telework” for employeesemployees



Together with road, local and planning
authorities:

 University to do ‘industrial’ research in University to do ‘industrial’ research in
sustainable urban transport (mobility)

 Professional institutions to publish good if not
best practices on urban street design associate
to road transport

 Urban development industry player to publish
Smart Growth concept



 DevelopDevelop a culture ofa culture of mature motorizationmature motorization
wherewhere motoristsmotorists will behave to ensure theirwill behave to ensure their
actions do not lead to or worsen trafficactions do not lead to or worsen traffic
congestion,congestion,congestion,congestion,

 PolisPolis TrafikTrafik, JKR and DBKK to share knowledge, JKR and DBKK to share knowledge
onon traffic flow concepttraffic flow concept to enhance trafficto enhance traffic
control and managementcontrol and management



MeasurementsMeasurements AlignedAligned
StrategiesStrategiesStrategiesStrategies



Tackling urban traffic congestion networkTackling urban traffic congestion network--widewide
is facilitated by some form of measurementsis facilitated by some form of measurements
so as toso as to benchmarkbenchmark against the “base” toagainst the “base” to
facilitate monitoring of the progress as well asfacilitate monitoring of the progress as well as
to determineto determine effectivenesseffectiveness of theof the strategiesstrategiesto determineto determine effectivenesseffectiveness of theof the strategiesstrategies

Key measurement parametersKey measurement parameters::

QueueQueue lengthlength,,

TTravelravel timetime,,

SpeedSpeed

TTimeime delaydelay,,



 LOSLOS “A”“A” : congestion: congestion free situation wherefree situation where
driver experience the ease ofdriver experience the ease of manoeuvremanoeuvre

 LOS “E “: vehicles filling up trafficLOS “E “: vehicles filling up traffic laneslanes withwith
small chance for lanesmall chance for lane changingchanging -- lane capacitylane capacitysmall chance for lanesmall chance for lane changingchanging -- lane capacitylane capacity
isis reached atreached at the time period of measurementthe time period of measurement
along the segment of roadalong the segment of road concernconcern

 LOSLOS “F”:“F”: forced flowforced flow unun--stablestable

traffic situationtraffic situation (stop and move/‘(stop and move/‘inchinch--
forward’), open toforward’), open to ‘shock‘shock--wavewave’ effect’ effect
resulting in very low speedresulting in very low speed--flowflow



 The LOS can be based on theThe LOS can be based on the parametersparameters
commonlycommonly usedused Degree of Saturation and/orDegree of Saturation and/or
DelayDelay

 At LOS “E”: theAt LOS “E”: the Intersection is said to beIntersection is said to be At LOS “E”: theAt LOS “E”: the Intersection is said to beIntersection is said to be
supersuper--saturated (v/c >>1) and/or withsaturated (v/c >>1) and/or with
excessively delay (in sec.)excessively delay (in sec.)

 Different city and town or country mayDifferent city and town or country may showshow
differentdifferent degree ofdegree of acceptanceacceptance in delays,in delays,
queue length, speedqueue length, speed



 Embrace traffic technology in observing andEmbrace traffic technology in observing and
measuring traffic congestion level using fibremeasuring traffic congestion level using fibre
optics, cameras systems, detector systemsoptics, cameras systems, detector systems
and traffic management softwareand traffic management software,,and traffic management softwareand traffic management software,,

 Set up a Traffic Management Centre in theSet up a Traffic Management Centre in the
HQ that houses onHQ that houses on--line traffic monitoringline traffic monitoring
system of the observed and measured trafficsystem of the observed and measured traffic
congestion level. Open access ofcongestion level. Open access of

viewingviewing through internet forthrough internet for

otherother keykey stakeholdersstakeholders



 ConductConduct annual travelannual travel speedspeed & delays& delays surveysurvey
using GPS system for the key urbanusing GPS system for the key urban roadroad
networksnetworks

 Conduct social survey onConduct social survey on acceptanceacceptance Conduct social survey onConduct social survey on acceptanceacceptance

ofof traffic congestion leveltraffic congestion level

 GetGet feedbacksfeedbacks from drivers on theirfrom drivers on their
experience of congestion levels throughexperience of congestion levels through
internet technology such as WAZE applicationinternet technology such as WAZE application

 Establish Traffic CongestionEstablish Traffic Congestion IndexIndex as a ‘base’as a ‘base’
for future benchmarking,for future benchmarking,



 Urban transportation is a living phenomenon
that needs our continuous cycle of initiatives,
efforts and contributions together to reduce
its effects through sustainable urban
transport integrated strategiestransport integrated strategies

 Promote the “Tackling Urban Traffic
Congestion Together – Synergise Towards
Integrated Strategies” concept to key
stakeholders through sharing, distribution
and interactions/engagements



The crafted potential sustainable urban transport
integrated strategies illustrated are

kick-off initiatives

to the next level of discussions

with key stakeholderswith key stakeholders

for refinement and documentation.

The document with yearly review is to be made
“EZ” through outsourced for attractive
publication and multi-media presentation-ready
for continuous promotion and ease of reference



The sustainable urban transport integrated
strategies document shall be attractive to read
and easily understood, complemented by good
use of colour, diagrams, cartoons, good font size
and perhaps ‘nick named’ as a means to make theand perhaps ‘nick named’ as a means to make the
document interesting to have, and fun to use by
key stakeholders as a quick reference in their
responsibilities and contributions when making
decisions related to

“ tackling urban traffic congestion together”



towards crafting

sustainable urban transportsustainable urban transport
integrated Strategies

in tackling urban traffic congestion
together for Quality Of Life
within the concept of
sustainability



Thank you

for your attention


